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. APPLIED NUCLEAR DATA RESEARCH

Edited by

G. M. Hale, D. R. Narria, and

ABSTRACT

AND DEVELOPMENT

R. E. MecFarlane

This report presents progress in provision of nuclear data for nuclear
design application. The work described here ia carried out through the LASL
Applied Nuclear Data Group and covers the period January 1 through March 31,
197.4. The topical content of this report ia summarized in the Contents.

I. NUCLEAR CROSS-SECTIONPROCESSING (P. D. Soran,
R. E. MacFarlane, R. J. LaBauve, D. R. Harris,
T. R. England, and D. W. Muir)

Group T-2 ia supportingand developing a vari-

ety of computer codes for processing evaluated nu-

clear data into forma that can be used for design

purposes. These include an advanced processor for

groupwise neutron cross-aectiona(MINX):a code

which generatea data for the IASL continuous energy

Monte-Carlo codes (ETOPL),a gamma-ray production

code (LAPHANO),and a photon interactioncode

(GAMLEG). In addition, there are a number of aux-

iliary processors for file management, plotting,

data checking, and format conversion. Projects car-

ried out this quarter related to these existing pro-

ceaaors are described below under the following

headinga: Cross-SectionProduction,MINX Valida-

tion, PreliminaryMINX Processed Data Library, FIINX

Code Development,and Other Code Development.

In order to provide advanced processing capa-

bilities, allow for changed data formats (for ex-

ample, ENDF/B-IV),and assure comparabilitybetween

cross-sections,a new generationof processingmod-

ules IS being developed. The four functions repre-

sented by the current codes will be unified into a

single code ayatem. Provision will alao be made

for processing functions not currently

at LASL such as thermal cross aectlons

neutron production. The advanced code

ia discussed under the heading MINX-II

opment.

available

and delayed

development

Code Devel-

A. Cross-SectionProduction

During the quarter, multigroup cross sections

for nitrogen (ENDF/B-IVMAT 4133) and oxygen (ENDF/

B-IV MAT 4134) were provided for the LASL theoreti-

cal design division. The nitrogen were applied by

H. A. Sandmeier(TD-6) to an air transport problem,

and excellent agreement was noted by comparing

with the results of continuous energy Monte Carlo

techniques.2Also using MINX, multigroup cross sec-

tions for vanadium (ENDF/B-IVMAT 1196) and beryl-

lium (ENDF/B-111MAT 1154) were prepared for fusion

reactor studies in the LASL theoreticaldivision.

B. MINX Validation

An extensive validation program has been laid

out for the MINX processor. The first step is to

process the “isotopes of tedium.” These artificial
3,4

isotopes are a CSEWG standard for comparing pro-

cessing codes. Each “isotope” is designed to test

a Particular format or method of calculation. For

the tests on MINX, it was necessary to modify the

official tedium deck by adding total and elastic

cross sections and angular-distributionfiles. The

11 isotopes processed this quarter revealed minor

errors in the linearizationroutine and in the in-

tegrationprocedure for the transfer matrices. Af-

ter correcting these bugs, the cross sections pro-

duced by MINX were in excellent agreement with the

resulta for other processing codes

results where available. Figure 1

wise cross sections for tedium-16.

and with analytic

shows the point-

This “isotope”
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Fig. 1. PointWise and groupwise (GAM-I struc-
ture) elastic scatteringcroaa sections
for tedium-16,two wide s-wave reso-
nances with interference.

ia based on the interferingresonances from iron.

The validation program will continue next quarter

with tests on real nuclides. The results will be

tested against other processing codes, the original

evaluations,hand calculations,and analytic re-

sults where possible.

c. PreliminaryMINX Processed Data Library

Specification have been establishedfor pro-

cessing preliminaryENDF/B-IV data for Phase 11 data

testing in collaborationwith G. Paik (Westinghouse

ARD) and B. Hutchins (GE-BRDO). The preliminary

library will include 22 nuclides of interest in the

fast breeder reactor program. The cross sections

will be in a 50 group structure at 4 temperatures

and 6 u values.o
D. MINX Code Development

A major modificationof the integrationpro-

cedure for group averagingwas made this quarter.

In earlier versions of MINX, a general adaptive in-

tegrationprocedurewaa employedwhich started at

the group boundaries and subdivided the group until

convergencewas indicated. Subsequentlyit was dis-

covered that the adaptive procedure could break down

when there waa a great deal of structure in the

cross section. It was decided to use an integration

procedure which included the union of all points ap-

pearing in the functionsof the integrand,including

the weight function, the total cross-sectionand the

cross section being averaged. Because of the way

the pointwise cross sections are constructedin

MINX, this grid ia guaranteed to reflect all the

structure in the integrand. Therefore, it is no

longer possible to miss a sharp peak. Various al-

ternative were investigatedfor integratingthe

panels defined by the unionized grid, including trap-

ezoidal, Simpson, analytic, and adaptive quadrature.

The last named method uses at least five integration

points per panel and was selected for all the group

averaging and transfer matrix calculationsin MINX.

The second major modification to MINX was the
5

restructuringof the CCCC output files. The ENDF/B

data is given from low to high energy and MINX pro-

cesses the data in this order (for simplified data

handling aa well aa paging capability). However,

the CCCC output files are structured from high to

low energy, and the transfermatricea are stored ac-

cording to sink group instead of source group. For

MINX to output cross sections in this faahion, major

data handling problems had to be overcome. Further-

more, handling of the CSEWG6 240 group library re-

quired the capability to resd/write different size

records to minimize core requirements. These prob-

lems were solved by resorting to Large Core Memory

(LCM). The data handling restructuringalso waa

manifested in the BINX, LINX, and TINX codes and

modificationshave begun on these auxiliary codes.

The unresolved resonance cross-sectionmodule

for MINX was completed and tested this quarter. It

uses the methods of the ETOX7 code modified to fit

into the MINX structure. The cross sections are

computed at the limits of the unresolved energy

rarigeand at any points in the file used to express

the energy dependence of the resonance parameters.

The code then goes through a linearizationprocess

starting from this grid and adds any points needed

euch that the unresolved resonance cross-section

can be representedby linear-linearinterpolation

to a specified tolerance. These pointwise croes

sections agree with the cross sections generated by

the RESEND code at infinite dilution, and the group-

wise cross sections agree with those computed by

other processing codes for tedium-7 (see discussion

of tedium above).

E. Other Code Development

The MC2 code system, which includes the codes

needed to prepare a data tape for MC2 from an orig-

inal ENDF/B tape in addition to the MC2 code proper,

was activated in linked fashion on the CDC-7600.

.
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At the direction of the DRRD, this system was sent

to the Swiss National Reactor Research Center, EIR

(Eidg. Institute fur Reaktorforschung)at Wtiren-

lingen, Switzerland.

F. MINX-II Code Development

The structure of MINX-II has been modified this

quarter to uae a new unified 1/0 system, to provide

for an intermediatelibrary of processed data in an

ENDF/B-likeformat, and to allow for increasedcapa-

bilities. All the modules of MINX-II communicate

with each other through ‘Itape!lfil~ of ~F/B-type

records. The records may be the standard BCD format

or, for Increased efficiency, they may have a new

blocked binary structurewhich provides automatic

Pagfng and buffering. The unified 1/0 system takes

care of all this overhead. It also provides for ef-

ficient buffered scratch storage in a mschine-

independentway.

Because of the wide range of users interested

in the output of MINX, the Version II structure has

been designed to provide a wide variety of output

formats and collapse options. In order to make Sure

that all reactions on the ENDF/B tape are available,

they are stored in an ENDF/B-like format under their

original MT numbers on an intermediatelibrary called

GENDF (Qoupwise ENDF). This file can then be pro-

cessed by a collapse module and then passed through

an output module to get the desired output format

(CCCC, DTF, etc.).

The MINX-II structure is extremely modular.

This allows new capabilities to be added to the pro-

gram with a minimum effect on existing routines. The

first stage of the new code will include the follow-

ing capabilities:pointwise and groupwise neutron-

induced self-shieldedcross sections (includinggam-

UUIproduction),pointwise and groupwise gamma-induced

reaction cross sections (includingphotoneutronpro-

duction), transfermatrices for all neutron and gamma

reactions (n-n, n-y, Y-y, and y-n), improved unre-

solved-resonancetreatmentwith overlap effects, col-

lapse to different group structure or PN flux ~eight-

ing with zero dimensionalmixture capability,and

output formats for CCC, DTF (separateor coupled

sets), and the LASL continuous energy Monte Carlo

codes. Subsequentphases may add thermal cross

sections,probability tables for Monte Carlo codes,

and delayed neutron production.

II. ADAPTIVE TRAPEZOIDALAND AXB INTEGRATIONS
(D. R. Harris and G. M. Hale)

Integralsof products of cross sections times

fluxes and other weighting functions display consid-

erable structure on scales of widely varying magni-

tudes. For example, a numerical integrationover

resonance cross sections may encounterwide reso-

nances, very narrow resonances,and interference

structuresamong them. Adaptive numerical integra-

tion algorithmsare particularlyappropriate for

this application. Two adaptive integrationalgo-

rithms, INTEG1 and IN’I!EG2have been developed for

the STEEP and CINX codes containing a new feature--

the forced inclusion of a data mesh in the integra-

tion mesh.

These algorithms first advance an interval of

width DELT along the axis of integration,x, and

compute the area of the panel, a~s~ing thatthe

integrandy(x) varies linearly (INTEG1) or as AXB

(INTEG2)between x and x+DELT. Then the panel is

divided in two and the integrals are computed be-

tween x and x+DELT/2 and between x+DELT/2 and x+DELT

utilizing analogous assumptions. If the sum of the

finer integrals is within a fraction SF of the larger

integral, the algorithm steps ahead; if not, DELT

is halved and the process is repeated.

This well-known technique can err

tegrand has excessive structure, e.g.,

nance can be skipped entirely. Hence,

has been modified so that the adaptive

mesh is forced to include a data mesh,

when the in-

a fine resO-

the technique

integration

e.g., reso-

nance energies, established outside the subroutines

and brought in through a labeled COMMON. Figure 2

shows an error-computationtime figure for two val-

ues of BP, for many values of DELT, and for an inte-

gration extending over (1,10) and including five

resonanceswith widths between 1 and .001. All

cases are at least an order of magnitude faster

than non-adaptive integration;and,because the in-

tegrationmesh was forced to Include the five reso-

nance energtes, no resonance could be skipped.

III. TESTING OF NUCLEAR DATA OF IMPORTANCE IN
SHIELDING APPLICATIONSAGAINST INTEGRAL EX-
PERIMENT (D. W. Muir and R. J. LaBauve)

Work continues on the development of benchmark

specificationsfor the ZPPR/FTR-2 shield experiment

performed by Argonne National Laboratory.S,9 A

10previous paper described our analysis of the

3
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algorithm including resonance peaks

ZPPRIFTR-2neutron reaction rate measurements. We

have now completed an analyais of the gamma-ray por-

tion of that experiment in which 7LiF thermolumines-

cent dosimeters (TLD’a)were distributed throughout

the core, reflector,and shield segment of the

ZPPR/FTR-2asaembly. The 3mm X 3mm X 0.9unaribbons

were not encased in electron-equilibriumsleeves,

but were surroundedon all sidea by at least 0.4mm

of stainless steel (structuraland canning material).

The response of the TLD~s has been calculatedpre-
11Viously, but in that calculationgamma-ray produc-

tion by inelaatic scatteringwas ignored and correc-

tions were not applied for either cavity-ionization

or fast-neutroneffect.

The gamma-ray eource distributionwas construct-

ed using the neutron flux distributioncalculated

previously>” The proraptgamma-rayproduction cross
12

sections were derived from ENDF/B-111uelng LAPRANO

in the commonly-usedpointwisemode. That is, the

resonance parameters from ENDF/B were removed by a

preprocessorand the resulting pointwise file pro-

in integrationmesh.

cessed by LAPHANO, using a fine-groupneutron weight-

ing function produced by MC2.13 Fission product

gamma-ray spectra are not yet available in ENDF/B,

so the data given in Ref. 11 were used for this com-

ponent. Multigroup photon interactioncross sections

were obtained by processing ENDF/B photon evaluation

data14
15

with the GMLEG code. The gamma-ray flux

distributionwae calculated using the two-dimensional

discrete ordfnatea code TWOTRAN
16

in the P2S6 ap-

proximation.

An absolute comparison of the TLD responses

measured and calculatedalong the reactor midplane

are given in Fig. 3. The lower calculated curve

was obtained using a gamma-ray flux-to-doseconver-

sion facto:’ which ignoree the enhancement of TLD

sensitivitydue to the adjacent high-Z materials

(steel). The mfddle curve shows the enhanced re-

sponse produced by including an approximate treat-

ment of the steel environment. l%is correction is

based on a cavity-ionization-theorycalculation
18

performed by Yule and Simons. The upper curve

4
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IV. TRANSPORT OF THERMONUCLEARNEUTRONS IN HOT HY-
DROGEN (D. R. Harris, J. M. Wallace [TD-1],
and W. B. Wilson [TexasA&M])

The violent motions of scatteringnuclei affect

1 k W*MA (EA1L4KcED)

/

the transportof neutrons in a nuclear burn.

10’ We have examined these transport effects in multi-

100

0 15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120 135 150

Fig. 3. Measured and calculated TLD response
in ZPPR/FTR-2 for a central traverae.

includes, in addition, an estimate of the effect of

fast neutron interactionsin the TLD material.19 me

uncertainty in the magnitude of these two corrections,

as well as the systematic effects which have not been

included, lead to a combined uncertainty of about 15%

in the ratio of calculation to experiment.

The agreement between calculationand experiment

is generally quite good. The largest discrepancy,

about a factor of two, is in the center of the de-

pleted-uraniumsection at the center of the core.

Most of this difference can be attributed to the uae

of LAPHANO in the pointwi.semode, since this does not

allow for self-shieldingof the large
238

U capture

resonances. Comparisonsof the
238U capture cross

section calculatedusing MC2 with the LAPHANO results

indicate that calculatedvalues in the depleted re-

gion should be lowered by about the required factor

of two. Self-shieldingeffects are not large in the

reflector and shield regions because the neutron mul-

tigroup structure is fairly fine (lethargywidth of

0.25) in the region of the large Fe and Ni scatter-

ing resonances. The discrepancyat large radii is

due to undercalculationof the neutron flux, as

shown by the results for the
239PU ftsslon traverse

discussed in Ref. 10.

group nuclear design methods by: a) calculationof

multigroup cross-sectionsets for hot target nuclei

with and without a superimposedtranslationalvelo-

city; b) multfgroup Sn calculationof neutron

fluxes emerging and reflected from hot hydrogen

shells enclosing a thermonuclearsource.

Simple translationalmotion of target nuclei

can, at least in principle,be treated by kinematic

modificationsof Sn and multigroup Monte Carlo mod-

ules. Thermal motions of target nuclei are moat

simply treated, however, by providing these modules

with multigroup cross-sectionsets computed for tar-

get nuclei at relevant temperatures. We have calcu-

lated multigroup cross-sectionsets for hot target

nuclei using the PLINY2 code. I%is code executes

by Monte Carlo techniques the required multiple in-

tegrals over direction and speed of the target nu-

clei, over energy of the incident particle, over

scattering angles and energy of the emitted particle

in the center-of-massframe, and over direction and

energy of the emitted particle after transformation

back to the lab frame.
20

Figure 4 illustrates cross

sections and sampling uncertainties for group-to-

group transfer of neutrons colliding with hydrogen

at various temperatures.

Figure 5 shows the spectra of neutrons emerging

from hot hydrogen shells at various temperatures,

all at liquid hydrogen density and extending from

radius 10-cm to radius n-cm around a D-T source.

These calculationswere made using the DTF-IV code
21

in a standard 30 multigroup structure. Figure 6

shows the effect on the emerging neutron spectrum

of superimposinga translationalvelocity at 1% of

the speed of light on a 109”K hydrogen shell. l?ig-

ure 7 shows the neutron flux spectrum reflected back

toward the burn as well as the spectrum emerging

from the outside of hot (109”K) and cold (O”K) hy-

drogen shells. These figures exhibit substantial

effects on transport of neutrons with energies near

the average energy of the thermal motion.

5
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v. ENDF/B-IV DELAYED NEUTRON PRECURSORSAND CALCU-
LATED YIELDS PBR FISSION (T. R. England)

Table I lists &ta for 57 delayed neutron pre-

cursors to be included in the ENDF/B-Iv decay files.

As a group, the delayed precursorsare particularly

sensitive to the parameters used in the charge dis-

persion model because the average precursor is . 1

charge unit on the neutron rich side of the empiri-

cal Gaussian distribution. The sensitivityis noted

in Table II.

Calculationsof delayed neutrons per fission

have been made using all 10 yield sets of ENDF/B-IV.

Table III lists the results by the conventional6

group totals and the aggregate values over all groups.

The ordered contributionsof each nuclide, based on
235

U thermal calculationsusing ENDF/V-IV data, is

given in Table IV.

The remaining tables, except for experimental

values in TableXIII, are calculationelresults using

ENDF/B-IVmess yield data and/or the charge distri-

bution fractionalyields, where

Y E Mass chain yield

FCY E Cumulativeprecursor yield fraction
of Y

~~y = Neutron emission based on total chain
yield to precursor

~n*FCY=P weighted by precursor yield fraction

~n*NY*Y- n- Delayed neutron emission.

Table V - Results based only on ENDF/B-IV data.

Table VI - comparea calculatedvalues using model

FCY’S and FcY’s from ENDF/B-IV. (Note:The

fast and thermal d.n. yields should be nearly

constant. The use of model values for FCY show

this, but results are low. As noted below, in

Tables VII and VIII, the removal of the even-

odd factor significantlyincreasedmodel esti-

mates.)

Table VII - Six group values using model FCY’S and

even-odd Z factor = 25%.

Table VIII - Same as Table VII with removel of even-

odd Z factor.

Table IX -
235

U at 14.6 MeV, no even-odd Z factor,

model FcY.

Table X - 239Pu fast and thermal values using model

FCY’S.

Table XI -
238U fast, no even-odd Z effect, model

. FcY’s.

Table XII - 233U thermal with even-odd Z factor,

model FCY’S.

Table XIII - Some comparison experimentald.n.y.’s

and preliminaryENDF/B-IV evaluations.

Except where otherwise labeled, the above tables

use MY values calculatedusing the charge dispersion

model at LASL, the even-odd Z factor ia 1.25 (1.15

for 235U at 14:6 MeV and 1.0 for 239Pu). ENDF/B-IV

yields use the same model except for the even-odd Z

factor where a compromisevalue of 1.20 is used for

all energies and all nuclides. In addition, ENOF/B-

IV uses experimentalvalues of fractional yields

where avaiLable, combined with model values.

Comm’r : For the fissile nuclidea the experi-

mental d.n.y. values are essentially constant up to

second chance fission (neutronenergies of - 4 to 5

MeV). ENDF/B-IV data yields d.n.y. valuee for all

fast and 14-MeV fission which are markedly low.

This etrongly indicates that fast spectrum yielde to

d.n. precursors are in error. The use of FCY values

from the empirical charge dispersion model with or

without the even-odd Z factor provide nearly con-

stant d.n.y. vs.the fission neutron energy, in qual-

itative agreement with experiment. In addition, re-

moval of the even-odd Z effect provides excellent

quantitativeagreement for fast and thermal d.n.y.
238U

values, except for . There is no reason to ex-

pect the empirical FCY model to provide better a-

greement with experiment than does ENDF/B-IV; how-

ever, these results do suggest that the independent

yields in fast neutron fission are too low, that the
235U

even-odd Z factor may not apply even in thermal

fission for delayed neutron precursors, and that
238

chain yielde for U fission require improvement.

*1.ASLuses the basic Wahl et al model outlined in
LASL internal memorandum T-2-L-600, 6/5/73, plus
attachments,and with even-odd Z factors as summa-
rized in LASL internal memorandum T-2-L-816,
12/19/73. Where chain data is sufficient, Terrell’s
eummstionmethod (Phye. Rev. 127, 880, 1962) is
used in determinationof Z (A~ Fractional yields
have been computed and wily be issued shortly as
LA-5553-MS by K. Wolfsberg. Reeults will differ
from ENDF/B-IV because of use of different even-
odd Z factors and incorporationof experimental
values in the ENDF/B evaluation. Rider will pub-
lish the ENDF’/Bvalues. It differs from the model
as noted in LASL internal memorandum T-2-L-885,
2/7/74.
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TABLE I
DELAYED NEUTRON SNISS1ON PROBABILITIES (Pn)*

Delayed Precursor
Group

4

4

4

4

3

4

5

6

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

6

4

4

6

3

3

4

5

6

6

6

6

6

5

4

6

79Ga
31

80ca
31

83Ge
32

84Ge
32

84ti
33

85A=
33

86
‘s33

87
’33

87
‘e34

88
‘e34

89
‘e34

87Br
35

88
‘r35

89
‘r35

9oBr
35

‘lBr35

92
‘r35

9%
36

%36

94
’36

%b37

%b37

%37

%b37

96%
37

%b37

98Rb
37

99Rb37

97sr
38

98Sr
38

97
y 39

98
Y39

QB

6.06

9.44

8.49

7.54

9.99

9.05

11.35

10.41

7,27

6.33

8.63

6.68

8.98

8.04

10.33

9.18

12.01

5.31

8.15

, 6.56

7.78

6.62

9.45

7.87

10.76

9.03

12.11

10.07

7.10

5.37

5.35

8.24

Bn

5.70

8.50

8.11

4.15

9.06

4.1o

6.22

4.11

6.40

4.85

d.15

5.46

7.15

5.22

6.21

4.57

6.21

5.06

6.30

4.33

7.35

5.14

7.17

4.64

6.62

3.92

6.39

3.09 .

6.81

4.67

5.22

7.55

(QB - Bn)

0.36

0.94

0.38

3.39

0.93

4.95

5.13

6.3

0.87

1.48

2.43

1.22

1.83

2.82

4.12

4.61

5.80

0.25

1.85

2.23

0.43

1.48

2.28

3.23

4.14

5.11

5.72

6.98

0.29

0.70

0.13

0.69

Pn % %2 (
see)

—-

(0.14) 2.86~0.04

(0.86) 1.7~0.2

(0.16) 1.=.4

(9.6) 1.29.3

0.13fi.06 5“8fi.4

20.~4.0 2.03~.01

+1.7
3“8-1.0

0.9~.2

(31) 0.3~.2

0.18~.03 5.61Q.l

O.*.3 1.53.1

5.%1.5 o.41~o.04

2.3~.02 55.7*.11

4.~o.4 15.9i_-O.2

8.*.9 4.%.1

12.23. 1.6~0.l

7.:$”(C) O.@el
.

(26.) o.3~o.l

o.04~o.oo7 1.84@.02

3.2~0.06 1.27~0.02

(4.4) 0.213.02

0.012~0.004 4.53+.03

1.62fl.23 5.8N.1

11.1~1.o 2.6~.04

7.1%.93 0.36fi.02

12.721.5 0.207~.006

(21.) o.17~o.ol

(26.) 0.149.01

(37.) o.07~o.oo5

(0.095), o.2fi.2

(0.50) 0.85~.005

1.~o.3 (c) 1.llfi.03

(0.48) 0.39.01

.



TABLE I (Cont.)

Delayed

=

.5

4

3

5“

5

6

4

2

4

2

3

2

3

4

5

5

4

4

6

2

4

4

4

5

6

Precursor

99Y
39

%N49

1281N49

1291N49

13%N49

13%49

133SN50

134
Sbsl

135Sb51

136Te
52

137Te
52

1371
53

138X
53

1391
53

160
’53

1411
53

141
‘e54

142xe
54

143==
54

141C6
55

142CS
55

143C6
55

M4
CS55

145
CS55

146
CS55

QB

6.51

6.37

8.42

7.31

9.69

8.39

7.24

8.69

7.52

4.47

6.48

5.79

; 7.80

6.67

8.93

7.42

5.85

4.34

6.65

4.97

7.24

5.73

8.05

6.07

8.54

Bn

4.44

5.55

7.79

5.32

7.42

5.02

7.11

7.35

3.86

4.02

5.63

4.45

5.86

3.89

5.35

3.52

5.79

3.92

5.59

4.65

6.20

4.09

6.16

3.83

6.45

“(Q6 - Bn)

2.07

0.82

1.13

1.99

2.27

3.37

0.13

1.34

3.66

0.45

0.85

1.34

1.94

2.78

3.58

3.90

0.06

0.42

1.06

0.32

1.Q4

1.64

1.87

2.24

2.09

.-— -—
+127

‘N49
has an isomeric state with T

II2
= 3.64 k 0.04 sec.

Pn %

(3.8)

(0.67)

(1.2)

(3.5)

(4.5)

(9.5)

(0.021)

l’1/2(
see)

0.8~.7

2.~0.4 +

3.75.5

0.8~.3

o.~.2

0.39.1

1.47~o.4

0.08-&O.02 11.3~o,3

8.22. 1.7~0.02

-0.5 21 .~l .

“0.5 3.5-&o.5

5.451.3 24.f&O.2

2.5fl.5 6.5&J.l

10.23. 2.4~.i

32 .~13 . 0.8t&3.04

(12.) 0.43.1

0.0543.009 1.72~.01

0.5150.09 _1.22+0.02

(1.1) 0.3@0.25

0.073~0.021 25.~0.3

0.21~0.06 _1.7+o.l

1.13~0.025 1.73.1

1.1*0:25 1.02~0.04

(4.4) o.5~o.03

(3.9) o.19-@.ol

*57 nuclides in the order listed inL. Tomlinson, Atomic and Nuclear Data Tables l.Z,179-194 (1973).

All QB and Bn values based on G. T. Garvey et al, Rev. Mod. Phys. f@, S1 (1969). Pn’s in () are very
approximate;they are derived from Pn = 0.97 (QB - BU)l.88. (Fit to 33 values.)

All other values are from L. Tomlinson,Atomic and Nuclear Data Tables ~, 179-194 (1973); values fol-
lowed by “C” are calculated from delayed neutrons per fission and precursor yields.

Half-lives,where available,were taken from the GE Chart of the Nuclidea, llth Ed. Revised to April
1972. Uncertaintieswere taken from the preliminary BNDF/B decay data tape 970. In the few cases
where these sources had only estimated data, hal~livea from Tomlinson’s compilationwere used.
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APPROX.
GROUP

1

2

3

4

5

6

TOTAL

U235T

0.0506

0.3035

0.2697

0.6209

0.2568

0.0722

1.5738

(1.463)*

Quantity

z-z
P

Even-Odd Z

Effect*

Gaussian c1

TABLE II

SENSITIVITYOF PRECURSOR YIELDS TO
SOMR YIELD MODEL PARAMETERS

Comment

For Z-ZP=-l.O, a variation of 0.1 charge

units variea the FCY by - 26% (Specifically,
FH . 0 ~86+0.052

.
-0.044)

For Z-ZP--l.l (average),an assumed 25%

effect decreaaes the calculated delayed

neutron yield from 1.68 to 1.33 (235U therm-

al) or - 26%.

At Z-Z-=-l.O, a u = 0.56 f 0.06 varies FCY

by . *P 13% (Specifically, FCY = 0.186~”~~)
.

*A 25X effect means the fractional independent (direct)yields ea-
timsted from the Gaussian distributionare increased 25% for even
Z and decreased 25% for odd Z.

TABLE III

DELAYED NEUTRON YIBLDS PER 100 FISSIONS
USING ONLY ENDF/B-IV NUCLIDE FISSION YISLDS

(57 PRECURSORS)

u235F

0.0439

0.2423

0.1817

0.4383

0.1582

0.0403

1.1046

(1.030)*

U235BE

0.0446

0.1503

0.2259

0.5763

0.1679

0.0607

1.2256

(1.138)*

U238F

0.0397

0.4273

0.3750

1.1181

0.8751

0.2524

3.0875

(2.690)*

*Totala Before Using Fitted Pmfa Noted in TABLE I

10

U238HE

0.0380

0.1969

0.2275

0.6792

0.4167

0.1533

1.7115

(1.492)*

PU239T

0.0179

0.1640

0.0659

0.2078

0.0873

0.0206

0.5634

(0.504)*

PU239F

0.0115

0.1067

0.0388

0.1130

0.0411

0.0093

0.3203

(0.290)*

PU241T

0.0154

0.2375

0.1174

0.3614

0.2015

0.0488

0.9820

(0.870)*

U233T

0.0531

0.2201

0.1528

0.3118

0.0482

0.0163

0.8024

(0.769)*

Th232F

0.1412

0.5374

0.5240

1.1572

0.4260

0.1668

2.9527

(2.749)*



TAELE IV

QE!2!!E
4

2

3

4

2

4

4

5

5

5

3

1

3

4

5

6

4

4

6

4

6

2

6

4

6

6

5

5

5

Nuclide
94ti

37
1371

89 53
,/~35

.J=35

97;35

139;9

140 53
99 153

J39

‘b37
93Rb37

::;;

854$~1 33

‘=35
87AS
143C:;5

93Kr
98Y 36

135;:51

94Kr

136T~;2

97Rb
142C;;5

96Rb
92Br37

89~e35

86A~34

1411:;

ORDERED LIST OF DEIAYRD NEUTRON EMISSION
PER 100 FISSIONS FOR 235u THRRMAL FISSION

(Calculatedusing ENDF/B-IV Data)

D. N./100
Fissions

.2065

.1757

.1673

.1579

.1154

.0791

.0752

.0724

.0697

.0630

.0566

.0506

.0403

.0360

.0297

.0217

.0175

.0166

.0163

.0160

.0116

.0089

.0070

.0058

.0051

.0047

.0044

.0039

.0037

% Of TOT

13.12

11.16

10.63

10.03

7.33

5.03

4.78

4.60

4.43

4.00

3.60

3.22

2.56

2.88

1.89

1.38

1.11

1.05

1.04

1.02

0.74

0.57

‘ 0.44

0.37

0.32

0.30

0.28

0.25

0.24

92.Q
2

4

5

5

5

6

3

4

3

4

6

4

5

6

4

3

4

3

6

3

2

4

6

4

4

6

4

4

Nuclide
141c~

55
144c~

145,,:;

98S=

13038

131>9

137Te49

142X=:;

87Se
88 34

~7se34

8428

1291:;9

98Rb
141X:7

1281U:;

92K=

92Rb
143X;:4

84A~

134Sb
1271;;1

146C~;:

80
83Ga31

‘e32
99Rb
133s:;0

79Ga31

D.N./100
Fissions

.0032

.0031

.0030

.0029

.0029

.0022

.0021

.0020

.0018

.0017

.0017

.0015

.0012

.00098

.00066

.00064

.00062

.00058

.00056

.00038

.00037

.00029

.00029

.00017

.00014

.00007

.00003

.00002

% of TOT

0.20

0.20

0.19

0.18

0.18

0.14

0.13

0.13

0.11

0.11

0.11

0.10

0.08

0.06

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.009

0.004

0.002

0.001
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Nuclide

U235T
U235F
U235HE
U238F
U238HE

Pu239T
Pu239F
Pu241T
U233T
TH232F

TABLE V

AGGREGATE VALUES OF Pn T13fESMASS YIELDSa

AND FRACTIONALYIELDS - ENDF/B-IV DATA

17.53
17.04
14.91
15.13
13.88

13.88
13.46
12.63
18.36
19.42

32.54
23.55
31.18
77.92
50.23

16.06
8.63

34.14
14.62
50.68

I
d.n.y.

pn*F~*/~OO Fiaa

1.574
1.105
1.226
3.088
1.711

0.5634
0.3203
0.9820
0.8024
2.953

d.n.y. FCY Model
Even-Odd Z Fac-
tor = 1.0

1.676
1.648
1.166
3.280

--

.574

.574
--
--

TABLE VI

Comparison Results Using ENDF/B-IV and Model Valuea
for Fa (235u,with even-odd z factor = 25%)

d.n.y.

I
YXPn

I
(FCY)~n

1
(FCY)Dn

I
YX(FCY)XP

1
‘Y$’:&yiP

L)
z-z

Energy ENDF Model ENDF n Model n
— . 57

Thermal 17.532 32.537

Faat 17.037 23.550

Z Decreaae
from Thermal 2.8 27.6

235..
u,

2 Pn*Y

Thermal*__ Faat

1 5.856 5.561
2 54.678 54.051
3 73.368 69.678
4 345.306 333.007
5 444.322 433.093
6 829.716 808.360

1753.246 1703.750

28.096

29.312

-4.3

TABLE VII

EVEN-ODD Z EFFECT

x
pn*FrJy

Thermal Faat— .

1.976 1.992
5.633 5.693
3.703 4.523
11.772 12.005
3.803 3.857
1.209 1.242—_

28.096 29.312

157.35 132.64 -1.095

110.46 135.67 -1.138

29.8 -2.3

b- * 25%

I

d.n.y. ZJ
z-z

Pn*FcY*Y
57

Thermal Faat Thermal Faat— .

5.030 4.816 -1.1OI. -1.075
28.055 28.013
18.412 22.333
54.332 53.930
20.747 20.409

6.066 6 i 164
132.643 135.665

ad.n.y. = delayed neutron yield. In Table V d.n.y. is per 100 fiaaions and on the following tablea
per 10,000 fissions.

b
FCY from model using even-odd Z effect of k 25% except where otherw18e noted. All d.n.y. calculation
,uae ENDF/B-IVmass chain yields.

*

?
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TABLE VIII

235
U NO EVEN-ODD Z EFFECTa

I Pa*
z

pn*F~ ~P;&wi ~+)

Thermal Fast Thermal=—. — ———— —Fast Thermal Fast Thermal Faat

1 5.856 5.561 2.047 2.059 5.212 4.977 -1.101 -1.075
2 54.678 54.051 6.489 6.544
3

32.410 32.298
73.368 69.678 4.797 5.630 23.629

4
27.608

345.306 333.007 14.579 14.968 66.608
5

66.781
444.322 433.093 4.830 4.904 26.350 25.978

6 829.716 808.360 1.512 1.436 13.434 7.047
1753.246 1703.750 34.255 m~ 164.780

TABLE IX

235
U, 14.6 MeV, No Even-Odd Z Effecta

Group

1
2
3
4
5
6

6.185 2.084 5.603 -1.303
45.197 4.504 16.865
61.180 5.205 22.203
282.638 13.532 50.229
356.115 3.423 16.117
739.677 1.277 5.609

1490.991 30.025 116.626

TABLE x

239PU No Even-Odd Z Effecta g-%)
~Pn*Y ~Pn*IWY ~,.,%;’” 57

Thermal Fast Thermal Fast ‘l?he~l@!112_. — ———— —Fast Thermal Fast

1 2.201 2.498 1.523 1.518 1.457 1.648 -1.456 -1.442
2 46.799 44.789 3.906 4.135 16.896 17.686
3 39.803 41.772 2.493 2.462 7.203 7.674
4 242.859 239.166 5.417 5.427 21.155 19.820
5 363.167 351.524 1.769 1.798 8.884 8.571
6 693.216 666.719 0.348 0.334 1.772 1.610—. —

1388.045 1346.467 15.455 15.674 57.366 57.010



TAELE XI

Group

238
U,NO Even-Odd Z Effecta

d.n.y.
pnw ~ Pn*FcY ~Pn*l?C@Y

4.050 2.233
47.478

3.933
9.429 42.198

51.124 9.959 35.579
272.122 33.198 122.200
397.164 19.617 96.443
740.642 6.938 27.941

1512.580 81.374 328.294

TARLE XII

233U ~enddd z ~ffe=t =
s

(Thermal)

— EN ~*mY
Group n

1 9.212 1.555
2 66.364 2.797
3 85.196 2.160
4 382.262 4.912
5 469.337 1.092
6 824.078 0.311

1836.448 12.828

25%a

fi-zp)
57

-0.635

6.227
16.759
13.438
24.628

5.711
1.628

68.391

TAELE XIII

DEIAYED NEUTRONS/100FISSIONS
SOME mmmmENTAL + EVALUATED VALUES

Keepln Xrick & Evans Maatera ENDF/E-Iv
AVE Preliminary

NuclLde Fiea Spec 0.1—1.8 MeV 3.1 MeV lo-5ev--4.0 Mev

235U 1.65 & 0.07 1.63 * 0.13 1.72 i 0.13 1.67

238u 4.12 * 0.25 ---- 4.84 ? 0.36 4.60

239U 0.63 f 0.05 0.62 2 0.05 0.66 f 0.05 0.645

233u 0.70 k 0.06 0.75 k 0.06 0.74 ? 0.06 —--

232m
4.96 ? 0.35 ---- 5.7 * 0.5 ----

‘FCY from model, mass yields from ENDF/E-IV

14



VI. ENDF/B-IV DECAY FILES (T. R. England)

A. General Content

Table XIV m.amnarizeathe expected content re-

garding the number of nuclidea and type of parame-

ters.

B. Nuclide Fiaaion Yields

The 10 yield .setanoted in Table XIV are com-

plete. Some Phase I reviewa are still in progress.

Daring the ENDF/B-IV Fission Product Task Force

Meeting at HEDL April 8-9, 1974, Bill Maeck and Bill

McElroy presented evidence that neodymium yields in

ENDF/B-IV for 239PU faat neutron fission were low by

-4to.-7%. These yields are particularlyimpor-

tant in analysis of fuel depletion,and also to ab-

sorption in thermal reactors. We also found that a

change to the recommendedvalues of Table XV would

improve the normalization (current199.51 to 200.25%)

and would thereforenot require other changes in the

heavy maes yields. In view of the uncertaintiesin

fast 239Pu yields, and their probable energy depend-

ence, there was no objection to recommendedchanges.

In addition, it is necessary to have a standard

reference in fuel analyais. We thereforerecommend:

1. ENDF/B-IV yields should be used as the standard

reference in fuel analysis.

2. If time permits, the independentyields in
239PU

fast neutron fission should be increaeedby the

ratioa in Table XVI for the indicatedmass num-

bers.

A LASL code was prepared to examine some as-

pects of the yields in ENDF/B form, including de-

layed neutron calculations. Table XVIII gives the

overall yield summation per set. These are not pre-

cisely 200Z; the sums match the expected valuea.

TABLEXIV

K. Wolfaberg haa provided the ~values calcu-

lated from the mass chain yields using Terrell’s

summationmethod in Table XVIII.

The final ENDF/B-IV yields vs.charge used a nor-

mal distributionabout a 2P(A) modified by an even-

odd Z factor. The Zp(A)’a were provided by LASL.

The even-odd Z factor appears to be supported by

independentyields for
235U + nth fission and is

expected to be larger for thermal than high energy

fissions. It has not been demonstratedthat the

factor applies to other nuclides and, in particular,
to 239Pu fast fiaaion. The factor likely differs

with fissionablenuclidea and neutron energy; how-

ever, a single compromisevalue of * 1.20 waa used

in ENDF/B-IV. Nhere yield fractiona are known these

are used, but diapersion model values were not en-

tirely discarded. The actual ENOF/B value is an in-

verse variance weighting of measured and model values.

However, the 1 0 uncertainty assigned to the model

value depended on the abaolute yield, not to the 2P,

v, and even-odd Z effect. In particular,when the

absolute yield was > 1%, 1/2 < to < 1% and < 1/2%,

the uncertaintiesasaigned to the model values were

? 32%, f 64%, and t 100% respectively. Where only

the model values are available, these uncertainties

will often be too small. The weighted independent

yields are added and normalized to the total Z chain

yield for the final yield set per isobaric chain.

For isomeric statea, independentyields from

the model are split evenly between statea; measure

values for a given fission process are incorporated

as noted above where they are known. This is one

area that must be improved in future files, and the

entire dfapersionmodel certainly requires improve-
235U + nment, especially for fission other than

th“

1. Number

825
712

- 701
- 227

7

57

1:

MSSION PROOUCTFILESGENEML CONTENT

me, Comnent 2. Yields(Masses72+167,Charges26+70).1019

TotalDecay/AbsorptionFile independentyieldsforeachof thefollowfng:

Unstable Fissionable
GroundState Nuclide Themal Fast -.14 NeV
1stZxcitedState(T~/2>0.1see)

— .—
235U

2ndExcitedState(T1/2>0.lsee) 238U x x x

Stable(includessome@ decayfor 239m x x
T~/2>1010years) 24% x x

DelayedNeutronPrecursors(havePn VSIUSS) 233U x

a Decay(T1/2>lOlOyears) 232fi x

64’ x

182 LineData(yenergiesandintensitiesand
B endpointenergies)

- 175 u(E),l@5<eV+20MeV

Average6+.a andtotaly-decayenergiesincludedfor
●ll unstablenuclides.

NoTX: Yieldswillbe in usualfile foreach
fissionablenuclide.Decayandcross
sectionfiles(!4S7)willbe~gether
forfissionproducts(3 to 4 magnetic
tspes).DecayffleaincludeQ values
andbranchingfractions.

3.
~;~;&pr~~i&,, 23&, 233pa,233,24, 235,236,2 U, Np, 238,239,240,24i,2~3ti,and ~.

Deca da@ingeneral ~P.seffie in~&de;j7b”ti.mtltiit~dt~ th fdkti~944
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TABLE KV TABLE WI

RECOMMENDED 23’Pu Nd yIELDS
IN FAST NEUTRON FISSION

Nuclide % Yield (* 3%)

143Nd 4.46
145Nd

3.08

146Nd 2.54
148Nd 1.72

150Nd 1.03

u235T
U235F
U235KE
U238F
u238KE
PU239T
PU239F
u233T

RATIO OF NEW TO CURRENT INDEPENDENT
ENDF/B-IV YIELDS IN 239Pu FAST NEUTRON FISSION

Nsss Rat%0

143 4.46/4.1588
145 3.08/2.8985
146 2.54/2.4021
148 1.72/1.6388
150 1.0310.99314

TABLE KVII

CUMUT.ATIVEYIELD SUMMATION IN ENDF/B-IV

sum
to eym

Nuclide Fission All Aw—.

235U

235U

235U

238U

238U

23‘Pu

239PU

241PU
233U

232n

T

F

KE

F

HE

T

F

T

T

F

100.03

100.14

102.30

100.05

101.77

100.12

99.89

99.48

99.76

100.05

200.04

200.07

200.36

200.10

199.85

200.10

199. 51*

198.48

199.51

200.13

*
l!hiswould change to 200.25 using the
recommendedNd yields.

TABLE XVIII

CALCULATEO~FROMWS YIELDSa

~av Rider ~av Rider ~av direct
Jan. 74 May 73 measurement

(ENDF/B-IV)

2.40
2.38
3.80
2.75
3.98
2.92
2.82
2.46

U233T - Rider Aug 73 - 2.48

2.43 2.43
2.54 2.62
4.27 4.48
2.93 2.80
4.47 4.48
2.89 2.87
2.85 3.06
2.49 2.50 ,

r

~sing Terrell’s summationmethod, phye. Rev. ~, 880 (1962)
calculatedby K. Wolfsberg.
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VII. CINDER-7 (T. R. England and N. Whittemore)

A completely reprogrammedversion of the CINDER

code is being debugged for limited operationaluae

at LASL. This version uses a sophisticateddata man-

agement system via the use of . 33 subroutines,many

of which were converted from the obsolete ASCENT to

CONPASS language.

The program is variably dimensioned,and eaaen-

tially all parameter such as the number of time in-

crements, nuclides per chain, time-dependentcross

sections, etc., are variable depending on the total

available storage. There are other new features euch

ae calculationof delayed Y spectra and various new

output options. The input data carda can be in any

order, and data on the cards is not required to be

in fixed fields.

Further changes in the type of input data, re-

quired storage and output summaries are being speci-

fied. The final changes will determine the input

form required in the processing of ENDF/B-IV decay

data.

VIII. NRUTRON FLUENCE TO DOSE CONVERSION (W. B.
Wilson [TexasA&M], D. R. Harris, and D. G.
Foster, Jr.)

The biological effect of radiation penetrating

a shield is commonly measured in terms of the dose

equivalentreceived by personnel at the shield bound-

ary. Data for conversionof radiation fluence to

dose equivalent thue are required for design of bio-

logical shields. Recent determinationsof neutron

fluence to dose equivalent,shown in Fig. 8, differ

because of different selectionsof incident flux an-

gular dietributiona,different2~ha#om geometries,

and different quality factors. fiso in Fig. 8

is a curve showing our selection of fluence to dose

conversionvalues, C(En), versus energy En, prepared

as follows. The curve consists of linear segments

on the log-log scale, so that interpolationis accord-

ing to aE~ between tabulatedpairs (En,C(En)). Be-

low 5 keV, the curve passes through all the values of

Rossi et al.” Above 5 keV, the curve passes through

the values of Stevenson et al,
23

who use dose equiva-

lent values averaged near the surface of the phantom

rather than the peak dose equivalentvaluee which may

occur several centimetersinside the phantom. This

technique is used ao that fluence to dose conversion

will satisfy requirementsof cumulativityfor inci-

dent neutron fluxes of different spectral composi-

tion.

I 111[1111 I I I 11[111 [11 1111111 I IlllilqI1111111] 1 1111111]\ 1111111I 11111111I 1111Ill I I Ill 1;
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l.iecllh physics and Occupdionol Health Report

SUHP 69-3
[

/
.

L-H.14. ROS4 et i.,
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4
● ?;CRP Rwofl No.3EI, Jon. 4,197\
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Fig. 8. Neutron fluence to dose equivalent conversion.



IX. NUCLEAR DATA FOR THE CONTROLLEDFUSION PROGRAM
(D. W. Muir, P. D. Soran, L. Stewart and P. G.
Young)

One-hundredgroup neutron interactioncross sec-

tions have been prepared for vanadium and the reaulta

placed in the LASL/CTR proceaaed nuclear data library.

These cross sections were obtahed by processing the

ENDF/B-IV evaluationMAT 119625 using processing

code MINX, recently developed at LASL. In the course

of this work, the local interface code TINX was mod-

ified extensively to form a link between the MINX

output tape and the LASL/CTR (DTF format) binary li-

brary tape. Also during this period, critical re-

views of the ENDF/B evaluation for hydrogen, lith-

ium, nitrogen, oxygen, and aluminum were prepared

in response to a request from the CTR Subcommittee

of the U. S. Nuclear Data Committee.

.
x. R-MATRIX ANALYSIS OF REACTIONS IN TRE ‘Li SYS-

THM (G. M. Kale, D. C. Dodder [T-9], P. G.
Young, and L. Stewart)

The neutron-fnducedreactions on 61S are of in-

terest in weapona design, and particularlyimportant

Is the 6Li(n,a)T cross section at low energies aa a

nautron “standard”. We have focused the R-matrix

analysis of reactions in the
7
Li system begun by

Dodder on the problem of generatingaccurate n-6Li

cross sections in the vincinity of the 5/2-reeonance

at En ~ 240 keV. The analysis includes 4He(t,t)4Ee

ansular distributionsand polarization for triton
6

lab energies below 11 MeV, Li(n,n)6Li angular dis-

tributionsand polarizationsfor neutron lab ener-
6

giea below 2 MeV, and a few Li(n,a) angular distri-

butions below E = 1 MeV. Various acts of neutron
n

total cross sections and integrated (n,a) cross aec-

tione have been analyzed with these data.

The total cross section measurement of Diment26

aPPear to be ~St consistentwith the other data in

the analyais. However, the integrated (n,a) crose

section predicted by the resulting resonance parame-

ters is 15-20% higher than recent measurementsby

Coates,
27

Fort,
28

and Poenitz2g near the 240-keV

resonance. Attempts to force the calculated (n,a)

cross sections to lower vaLuea have distorted the

fita to other data in the analyaia.

Very recent experimentaldevelopmentsmay sup-

port the findings of the analysis. Preliminary

measurements30 6
of the n- Li total cross section at

Oak Ridge National Laboratory appear to agree well

with the Diment data. New measurement by Friesen-
~ahn31 6

of the Li(n,a) integrated cross section are

25% higher through the resonance than the data cited

above. Finally, word comes from the recent EANDC

meeting in Tokyo that corrections for the lithium

content of the lithium-glassdatectorswill raise

Fortts (n,a) cross sections by about 15%. The re-

sults of integral experiments indicate, on the other

hand, that lower values of the (n,a) cross section

are preferred.

It appears that precise values for these impor-

tant cross sections are not yet known from experi-

ments, and that an analysis such asours that includes

data from other reactions may be useful in determin-

ing them.

XI. R-MATRIX ANALYSIS OF REACTIONS IN THE ‘He SYS-
TEM (R. A. Nisley, G. M. Hale, and D. C.
Dodder [T-9])

The reactions induced by deuterons on tritium

are of greet interest in the design of various

fusion energy sources. We have therefore included

the d-T channel in our R-matrix anslyaie of the
4

n- He scattering,and extended the analyeis above

the d-T threshold. The reactions simultaneouslyun-

der considerationare the T(d,n)4He and T(d,d) reac-

tions up to incident deuteron lab energies of 8 MeV
4

and the He(n,n) reaction up to incident neutron en-

ergies of 28 MeV. In addition to all the available

cross section data, polarizationdata have been in-

cluded where available. Of special note are the

very recent measurestentaby G. Ohlsen (P-9) of out-

going neutron polarizationsfor polarized deuterona

incident in the T(d,n) reaction at 7 MeV. These

“polarizationtransfers”are the only measurements

of this type in the energy region under study, and

they may contributesignificantlyto the determina-

tion of the series of d-wave levels that occur near

the upper end of the energy range. Even though

three-bodybreak-up haa been neglected, the 2000

data points are fit with a chi-squaredper degree

of freedom of 5.7.

Tn addition, a aimultaneouaR-matrix analysie

of the ‘He and 5Li systems has been done through the

d-T and d-311ethresholdsup to an incident deuteron

energy of 1 MeV. This ia an extension of earlier

work where only the n-4He and p-4He elastic scatter-

ing were considered. A model to represent the
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charge dependenceof the R-Matrix parameters is

still under investigation.

XII. R-MATRIX RESONANT ENERGIES (R. A. Nisley)

A short, user-orientedcode has been developed

to calculate resonant energies from multi-level,

multi-chamel R-matrix parameters. Relativistic

kinematicsare used to determine the arguments of

the Coulomb functions.

A second code to transform the R-matris parame-

ters to an equivalent set under a change of boundary

conditionshas been developed.

XIII. CORRELATEDERROR FILES FOR 14N and 160 (P. G.
Young, D. G. Foster, Jr., G. M. Hale, and D.
M. McClellan)

One of the goals of the Defense Nuclear Agencyts

radiation transportprogram is to develop evaluated

nuclear data sets and prediction techniquesto the

point that calculationsof radiation transportcan

be performed to an accuracy of better than ? 25% in

air and to better than f 50% in materials other than

air. In order to establish the accuracy of such

calculations,however, estimeteaare needed of er-

rors in the evaluated data, togetherwith informa-

tion about correlationsin the &ta over both neu-

tron energy and reaction type. For this purpose,

estimates have been made of the covariancematrices
14N

of the neutron cross sections on the ks Alamos

and 160 evaluated data sets, and the results are

available in the newly-adoptedENDF/B error format.

The errors are based upon estimstes of the ef-

fect of covariances in the experimentaldata used

for the evaluationsand upon estimates of the corre-

lations introducedby our analysis of the data. On-

ly the important reaction types were considered,and

no attempt waa made to evaluate errors in the gamma

ray production data or in secondary neutron angular

distributionsand energy spectra.

XIV. MISCELLANEOUSEVALUATIONACTIVITIES FOR VERSION
IV OF ENDF/B (R. J. LaBauve, L. Stewart, and
P. G. Young)

A number of miscellaneousactivitieshave been

carried out in preparing for the issuance of a new

version (VersionIV) of ENDF/B evaluated data.

These activities include the following:

Phase I reviews were performed for the
12C ~nd

238
U evaluations that have been submitted for Ver-

eion IV. In the case of 238U, direct inelastic scat-

tering cross sections and second and third chance

fission were added at high energies at the request

of Paik from WARD.

The gamma-rayproduction files for 235U and
239

Pu were modified according to the suggestionsof

Hutchins from General Electric. Other corrections

and additions were made, including the File 1 com-

ments for 235U, and the complete 235U file was com-

piled and sent to the BrookhavenNational Laboratory

Cross Section Center.

The gamma-ray productionmultiplicitiesand

spectra for thermal neutron capture in the
18%,

183W 184W and 186
s 9 W evaluationswere revised to in-

clude a new measurement by Jumey of Los Alamos. The

spectra were changed substantiallyfor E < 1 MeV.
~oBY and Z,ti

Revisions were made to the 7M., ,

Version IV evaluations to correct minor problems re-

vealed in Phase I reviews.

xv. MEDIUM ENERGY NUCLEAR DATA LIBRARY (D. G.
Foster, Jr., 1).R. Harris, and W. B. Wilson

[TCXSSA6MI)

A medium-energynuclear data library is being

appended to the ENDFIB library to permit more effi-

cient medium-and low-energy particle and photon

transportcomputations. Improvementscontinue in

the intranuclearcascade/nuclearevaporation code

that provides an immediatebasis for the library;

these computed data sets are beingaugmentedby data

evaluated from the experimentalliterature as time

permits. Figure 9 showa dose equivalent computed

from neutron fluxes at varioua points in a two-meter

thick iron shield. These neutron fluxes were com-

puted from DTF-IV using two 41-group neutron cross

section decks, one computed from the Lntranuclesr

cascade/nuclearevaporationcode and one modified

to reflect measured reaction cross sections. The

latter is about one fourth of the former outside

the shield.

Eoth curves in Fig. 9 show transition effects

near both the inner and outer shield walls. This

behavior contrasts with that reported in Ref. 32.

It was thought advisable to repeat the iron

penetretton calculation, but for an iron shield

only one meter thick so as to reduce statistical

uncertaintiesin the NMTC Monte Carlo calculations.

This problem also was employed to test the impor-
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Fig. 9. Calculated dose equivalent for 2m
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tance of ignoring charged-particletransport and of

includingvarious effects fn the multigroup SN trans-

port calculations.

8oth NMTC and DTF use a common source spectrum

typical of LAMPF targets, in the center of a spheri-

cal void 100 cm in radius surroundedby an iron shell

100 cm thick. Since NMTC does not ~PloY sPlittingat

internal boundaries, the NMTC case waa run fn four

25-cm steps. The neutrons above 20 MeV escaping

through a surface of radius 100 + 25n cm were re-

corded on tape and used as the source for a run in

which the iron shell extended between radii of 100

cm and 100 + 25(n+l) cm. The initial course was

filtered to use only the neutrons from the target.

In order to explore any limitation imposed by re-

stricting the transport to neutrons, NMTC was modi-

fied so as to tag all particleswith the number of

precursorswhich were charged rather than neutral.

l%is contaminationtag was propagated from step to

step, so that neutrons emerging from the 200-cm sur-

face which hsd a proton or pion ancestor could be

distinguishedfrom those which had only neutrons

20

for

was

The

the

ancestora. Each of the four steps in the problem

run to approximately15,000 source particles.

splitting-vs-energyfeature of NMTC,which allows

rare high-energyneutrons to be split in propor-

tion to their energy, was adjusted at each step to

maintain a yield of approximately15,000 emerging

particles. After including the weights assigned dur-

ing the repeated splits, the 17,800 source neutrons

yielded 110 equivalentneutrons penetrating the meter

of Fe, of which 1.9 had charged intermediarieswhich

DTF could not have reproduced. Thus, the error due

to omission of charged-particletransport is less

than 2%. A second output tape wae made from the

fourth run, containinghistories of neutrons below

20 MeV deposited interior to the final 25-cm shell

of Fe. l%is tape can be used as a source for SN cal-

culations also, in order to determine whether the

flux escaping the 200-cm surface would have been ap-

preciably enhanced by tracking the slow neutrons al-

so. Of the 838 neutrons in this distributedsource,

3.5% have charged precursors. Thus, there is no in-

dication that the omission of charged-particletrana-

port causes an important error.

The dose equivalentabove 20 MeV computed using

our medium-energylibrary neutron cross sections in

DTF is about 20% less outeide the shield than the

dose equivalentcomputed from NMTC with compatible

cross sections. This difference ia, of course, much

less than results from incorporatingevaluated ex-

perimental cross sections as described earlier, but

it still ia annoying. Use of various angular expan-

sions and transport correctionsin the SN calcula-

tions does not appreciablyaffect the results, as

was reported earlier. Figures 10 and 11 chow dose

equivalentper unit neutron lethargy and neutron

fluence per unit neutron lethargy as computed from

SN and Monte Carlo outside the shield. The shape of

the discrepancy is similar to that which wonld re-

sult from processing the neutron cross sections into

multigroup form aasuming a neutron flux spectrum
-1

varying as E inside each group rather than a more

realistic spectrum. Thus the medium-energymulti-

group processor code DANA2 is being modified to in-

clude more realistic spectrumweighting.

s

.
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XVI. NASA SXTENSION OF MEDIUM ENERGY NUCLEAR DATA
LIBRARY TO 3.5 GeV (D. G. Foster, Jr. and D.
R. Rarris)

A program sponsoredby NASA is underway to ex-

tend the medium-energynuclear data library to 3.5

GeV for selected nuclei covering a wide range of

masses. Because the primary objective ia dose cal-

culations in spacecraftsnd high-flyingaircraft,

several light nuclei, notably C, O, and Al, are in-

cluded. For such light nuclei, there has been some

doubt as to the adequacy of the basic intranuclear-

caacade-plus-evaporationcode CROIX at high incident-

particle energies, so before beginning systematic

calculations,a study has been undertaken of the

performanceof CROIX for light nuclei.

CROIX was adapted from the Oak Ridge National

Laboratory code NMTC about four years ago and thus

is based on the NECC-3 intranuclearcascade module

togetherwith the EVAF-3 evaporationmodule. The

parent code NMTC has evolved independentlysince

then at ORNL and at IASL. The ORNL version now usea

MECC-7 and EVAF-4, and differs mainly in the exten.

aive revision of the nucleon-nucleonand pion-pion

cross sections utilized by the code. In a companion

Oak Ridge code BETC, these cross sections have been

extended above the old limit of 3.5 GeV by a scaling

extrapolationwhich appears to be useful up to 1 TeV.

The LASL version has been revised mainly by the sub-

stitution of a more modern table of nuclear masses,

and by attempts to flag or eliminate some of the

more obvious errors. We plan to modify CROIX to

take advantage of some of these improvementsbefore

carrying out the NASA calculations.

Some of the areas for which deficiencieshave

been noted will be outlined here. These discrepan-

cies affect the residual nucleus energy and type and

can affect the production of low-energy neutrons.

Both MECC-3 and MECC-7 have an error in the

treatment of nucleon binding energy which”permits

the intranuclearcascade to emit particles bearing

more than the incident energy, thus leaving the re-

sidual nucleus with a negative excitation energy.

The current LASL version of NMTC simply flags these

events and aborts the evaporationphase, which orig-

inally was allowed to proceed with a spurious posi-

tive excitation energy to drive it. In a test calcu-

lation for 800-MeV neutrons on
160 about ~5% of the

cascades exhibited this error, with an average over-
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shoot of 5.1 MeV and a maximum of 16.8 MeV. This

problem ariaes partly from conceptual difficulties

in defining the binding energy in the course of the

intranuclesrcaacade and partly from practical dif-

ficulties in determining the actual sequence of es-

cape from the nuclear surface. Since the alterna-

tives are to ignore this problem or to discard the

unphysical events after completing the cascade cal-

culation (whichwould increase the cost of computa-

tion and which might be biased), the feasibilityof

such a correction is being explored.

The EVAP module has at least three problems

which are aggravated in light targets: 1. Creation

of impossible residual nuclei such as those with

negative neutron number; 2. Errors in overall energy

balance when the residual nucleus is in the range of

particle types which EVAP emits during evaporation;

and 3. Occasional failure to emit a particle when

emission is energeticallypossible. In collabora-

tion with P. Seeger, several of these errora have

been located and corrected. The firat occurs mainly

for residual nuclei whtch lie outaide tbe boundaries

of the mssa table, and can be corrected by suitable

extrapolationfor nuclei very far on the neutron-

poor side of the line of stability. The second

problem produces errors as large as 50 MeV, and ia

the result of at leaat two straightforwardprogram-

ming errors. When the residual nucleus is itself

an “emittable”particle, it ia not being given the

recoil energy when it is transferredto the table

of emitted particlea. In addition, in certain cases

when an energeticallypossible emission fails to oc-

cur, the emission haa already been tabulatedand is

not erased. The latter ia aby-productof the third

problem, which involvee an inefficiencyin sampling

the temperaturemodel of the density of states in

the residual nucleus for emiaaion close to thresh-

old. All of these appear to be readily correctable.

XVII. NUCLEAR DATA FOR DESIGN OF A ‘Be(d,xn)NBUTRON
RADIOTHERAPYSHIELD (W. B. Wilson [TexasA&M]
and D. R. Harris)

The University of Texas M. D. Anderson Hospital

and Tumor Institute and Texas A&M University are

conducting clinical trials of fast neutron cancer

therapy. These triala are being

Cyclotron Instituteof ‘J!exasA6M

of the National Cancer Institute

22

carried out at the

with the support

(Grant CA-12542-01).

Using a beam of 50-MeV deuterons produced by the cy-

clotron, an intense, anisotropic,forward-peaked

source of fast neutrons is produced by the reaction
9Be(d,xn). This fast neutron source must be colli-

mated to produce the desired effect, while neutrons

not directed at the turnermust be shielded from

healthy tissue.

The required collimator-shieldis being designed

using the one- and two-di.menaionaldiscrete ordinates

code DTF-1$3 and TWOTHA#4 together with modifica-

tions of the LASL multigroup medium- and low-energy
35

neutron cross-sectionlibrary. Alternative cross

section and transport treatment, and alternative

gross material rearrangementa,are being studied in

spherical geometry with the neutron source epectrum

taken to be that in the forward direction from the
9
Be(d,xn) reaction.

Figure 12 shows neutron dose equivalentsasso-

ciated with neutron flux distributionsthrough 66-cm

shielda of iron, lead, and tungsten calculatedusing

a standard 34 group neutron cross-sectionset. The

neutron flux-to-doseconversionsused in this calcu-

lation are described elsewhere in this report. Tung-

sten appeara to be a superior shield material from

the neutron transportpoint of view, but because of

its cost, combination of iron with tungsten near

the source also are being considered.

I I I I I I
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Fig. 12.
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Neutron dose equivalent rate through
66-cm lead, iron, and tungsten shields
for Unit 9Be(d,xn) neutron source.



A series of calculationsfor a spherical iron

shield have shown that results are relatively insen-

sitive to order of Legendre expansion (P3-P8)of the

multigroup cross sections, to use of a diagonal

transport correction,to number of spatial mesh

points (74-140)in the iron, to angular quadrature

acts (S -S16), and to alternativeconvergencecri-
8

teria. Even the uae of evaluated cross sections 15%

to 25% higher in the 17-60 MeV range decreased the

transmitteddoee equivalentby only 10Z, partly be-

cause only about 60% of the source neutrons are

emitted in this energy range and partly because

there ia a transitioneffect for shields of about

this thickness. That ia, the higher cross sections

are associatedwith a larger dose equivalentat the

inner face of the shield, a smaller dose equivalent

at the outer face of the shield, and a crossover

about 20 cm deep in the shield.

XVIII. HTGR XENON-POWER STABILITY (T. R. England
and D. R. Rarris)

A preliminary examinationof the HTGR spatial

stability to xenon-power oscillation was made. The

analysis used an improved criterion but required

some neutronics parameters derived from data In the

Fulton Plant~s PSAR. The conclusions therefore are

essentiallya check on the reported criterion for

stability used in the PSAR.

In general, it appeara that the core will be

stable if the overtone eigenvaluesara .-2.4% larger

than the fundamentalmode eigenvalue. The reported

eigenvalue difference la 3% axially and 1.9% radi-

ally. Accordingly,a negative power coefficient is

necessary to achieve the design requirementof sta-

bility. The reportedmoderator coefficient is pos-

itive but reported Doppler coefficient is sufficient-

ly negative to achieve a net negative coefficient

to force radial stability. The Doppler coefficient
232results primarily from the Th loading, although

the 235U coefficient is, surprisingly,a large neg-

ative value.

The 232Th loading ia essential to radial and

axial stability. The reported eigenvalue differences

appear to be very large for a reactor as large as

the Fulton Plant (.28’ in diameter and 21’ high).

Therelatively smell Shippingportreactor (61X6’)

had a radial plane eigenvaluedifference of only

-.1.5% and was unstable. Accordingly, independent

calculationsof the eigenvalue separations,relativ-

ity coefficients,and thermal spectrum averaged xe-

non cross sections are needed for any final conclu-

sion on stability. The means used in determining

these parameters is not described in the Fulton PSAR,

nor is there any indication that parameter variations

during reactor lifetime and some spatial effects were

considered. Potential control problems were not con-

sidered in this preliminary analysis.

Questions on the details used by GA in their

examinationof stability will be explored in a meet-

ing scheduled for late April.
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